
Simple online solution for 
a complex HR agenda

Partner program
sloneek



* See page 3 for examples of reward calculations.

* This reward does not add to the monthly turnover needed 
to achieve a higher reward for new clients.

Rules for following years                 
10% of all clients' subscriptions that are active for 
more than a year*

Expand your business channels and expand your 
position with customers and partners. Connect 
with Sloneek.

The Program is simply for anyone who sees Sloneek 
as a useful product for their partners and 
associates. 

Business partners receive a percentage of their 
clients' monthly subscriptions.

The reward is paid for each active user according 
to the following rules. 

Business partner

reward reward reward

from the total 
monthly turnover 
unlimited

exceeds the 
monthly turnover                
5.000 EUR

exceeds the      
monthly turnover 
10.000 EUR

Bronze 
partner

Silver 
partner

Golden 
partner

30% 40% 50%

Rules for the first year of the new client's subscription*



Sloneek will train the partner, provide him with 
full customer support and assistance in the initial 
introduction of each new client into the app.

The reward will be paid every month, on the 10th 
calendar day of the month. The value of the reward 
is always calculated one month back
according to the rules above. 

What will Sloneek provide?
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5 EUR 
(user/ month).  
100 x 5 = 500 EUR

each one having  
a value of

11 EUR 
(user/ month).  
500 x 11 = 5.500 EUR

each one having  
a value of

11 EUR 
(user/ month).  
1.500 x 11 = 16.500 EUR

Partner 
secures

100 sub. 
monthly

Partner 
secures

500 sub. 
monthly

Partner 
secures

1 500 sub.  
monthly

The financial reward for     
the Partner is  

150 EUR 
i.e. 30% of the total 
turnover

The financial reward for     
the Partner is 

2.200 EUR 
i.e. 30% of the monthly 
turnover while meeting the 
condition of a min. turnover 
of 5.000 EUR

The financial reward for     
the Partner is 

8.250 EUR 
i.e. 50% of the monthly 
turnover while meeting the 
condition of a min. turnover 
of 10.000 EUR

Examples of calculations of individual rewards: 



This partnership allows for customisation of 
Sloneek according to the partner's requirements. 
An adequate sales volume guarantee is 
required from the partner. The conditions for 
OEM cooperation are always set completely 
individually.

Sloneek will provide the partner with an individual 
service, which can take various forms:

+421 911 489 407 | sales@sloneek.com | sloneek.com

OEM Partner

Who is it for?

What are the benefits?

SME
companies

Software     
integrators

Accounting 
companies

own reports marketing support

language localization and other

custom integrationon-premise installation


